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Knitty Kitty is keeping Humboldt County cozy with its new brand of “knitimates” (knit intimates). HumboldtWomen.org awarded Lisa Roberts, owner of Knitty Kitty, $500 for winning May’s grant! Knitty Kitty is keeping Humboldt County cozy with their delightful knitimates (knit intimates). HumboldtWomen.org View Knitty Kitty on about.me. About.me makes it easy for you to learn about Knitty Kitty’s background and interests. Knitty Kitty - Knit intimate wear that is playful, sexy, fun. Soft sweater style knits that are playful and fun, the softest acrylic yarn feels great against her skin in patterns that evoke a cozy ski-lodge vibe. Knitty Kitty - Town Of Yarn about.me 100% Cotton, 44 Wide Designed by Greta Lynn for Kanvas, in association with Benartex, this cotton print fabric collection is perfect for quilting, apparel, crafts.
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